Meeting Record

NorthWest Arkansas Community College
Process Improvement Team
Thursday, July 15, 2010
Time: 1:00 – 2:00 p.m. Location: SC 318
Team members participating: Sean Lucero, Nathan Miles, Lynda Lloyd, Natalie Wahl, Marsha
Woolfolk
Guests participating: Veena Kavdia, Gina Miller, Claudia Tonihka
1.

Meeting was called to order by Sean Lucero.

2.

Team reviewed the minutes from May 13, 2010 and they were approved with corrected date.

3.

Veena reported out on her correspondence with the Banner representative regarding the need for
additional software for the automation process. It was reported that the web-time-entry process is
as automated as the process gets for most schools so the rep recommended that we not spend the
extra money for additional software at this time.

4.

Sean reported out that the team has done the required leg work in determining the set up for
Paperless Payroll and that the team is ready to proceed with proxy selection and then to piloting.

5.

Gina asked what we need to do now and she’d like something in writing. She asked Claudia if more
needed to be done. Claudia replied that the team had completed the necessary work thus far and is
ready to move forward.
Action: Lynda will send Gina an email of the timeline and summary of status for Cabinet.

6.

Lynda reported that the team just needs an ok from Cabinet to proceed. After discussion, it was
determined that Gina would be reporting to Cabinet. She requested that the timeline included dates
for the pilot and responsible parties for each step of the process. The next Cabinet meeting is
Monday, July 26, 2010.

7.

Sean suggested that the team select its own proxies for testing in case Cabinet doesn’t move on the
selections right away. As this is for testing it should be fine.

8.

Team wants to meet with those directly involved in the payroll process regarding the piloting phase.
Action: Lynda, Sean and Veena with be meeting with Paige Francis, Heather Worley, John
Hixson and Marie Scharfenberg individually to update them on the status and next steps for
piloting.

9.

Veena is moving relocating with her husband to Michigan. She will continue to work on the project
while she is here at NWACC.

10.

Meeting was adjourned.
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